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LIFEMOTHER’S HOMELIFEMOTHER’S HOME

Where: Plenty

When: When the heroes have reached the rank of 

Seasoned.

While they are on Plenty, the heroes are approached 

by a local merchant, Haldin Skyborn. He is organizing a 

search for his missing brother, Garieth, and wants their 

help.

Haldin and Garieth both command one of the heavy 

grain barges that transport foodstuffs from Plenty to the 

islands of the Skies. Eight weeks ago Garieth returned 

from his latest trip talking excitedly about “a very special 

place” he had discovered, “a place that could improve 

the family fortunes for good.” Ignoring Haldin’s advice 

to forget about scatter-brained treasure-hunting schemes 

and concentrate on the business, two days later Garieth 

and his crew departed Plenty without warning. They have 

not been seen since.

While searching Garieth’s house for a clue to his 

whereabouts, Haldin found a small bag containing sam-

ples of damp earth, and thinks that these samples will 

take him to Garieth’s mysterious “special place.” Haldin 

has also found out that before leaving, Garieth not only 

bought weapons and armor, he also hired the services of 

a Provider from the Teardrop. Haldin has no explanation 

for this, but has asked a Provider friend of his to join the 

search, and is also looking for experienced heroes to 

come along in case things get ugly.

Haldin offers the heroes 500 cogs if they will accom-

pany him on the search for his brother. In addition, if the 

heroes help fi nd Garieth–alive or dead, they will also be 

entitled to all Salvage that they fi nd. Haldin’s grain barge, 

the Sky Harvest, will be waiting for them tomorrow at the 

docks, ready to depart.

THE RUNOFF FALLSTHE RUNOFF FALLS
Once aboard the Sky Harvest, Haldin will introduce 

the heroes to the ship’s complement of 20 sailors and to 

his Provider friend, Righael Thornbarn. Haldin then uses 

the earth from Garieth’s bag on his waysphere and the 

Sky Harvest heads straight towards the Runoff Falls.

Instead of directly entering the Falls though, the ship 

must spend a few days climbing up through the void 

parallel to the Falls. If this is the heroes’ fi rst visit to the 

Runoff Falls, describe the incredible spectacle before their 

eyes: A huge wall of water falling through the sky, with 

no visible beginning or end; a dull, muted roar of water 

against water; the wet breeze that covers the Sky Harvest 

and everyone aboard her with tiny droplets.

After fi ve days of straight climbing following the direc-

tions indicated by the wayphere, the navigator calls for a 

course change and the Sky Harvest fi nally turns sharply 

and plunges into the Falls. Haldin orders everyone aboard 

inside and instructs the crew to shut all hatches while 

sending a single sailor into the Lookout Cage.

A few hours later the dull roar of the Falls becomes 

deeper and more rounded. The lookout warns via knock 

codes that something solid is coming up from below 

the ship, and requests to be let in. Back inside the hull 

proper, the sailor explains that there is an island fl oating 

inside the falls. He also says that the crushed hull of a 

grain barge,  can be seen on the island.

Upon hearing this news, Righael lets out a cry and the 

amazed sailors start muttering among them. Have each 

hero make a Common Knowledge (–2) roll (no penalty 

for heroes raised on Plenty, +2 for Providers); on a suc-

cess, the hero remembers that the Lifemother supposedly 

lives on an island inside the Falls (see Sundered Skies, 

page 42). Suddenly, the reason why Garieth needed a 

Provider is clearer. Is this what his words “a very special 

place” meant?
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THE GLIMMER SIMMERTHE GLIMMER SIMMER
The Sky Harvest is able to dock under a rock outcrop-

ping next to the Glimmer Simmer, and once the barge 

has come to a rest, Haldin asks the heroes to investigate 

Garieth’s ship, which is about 100 yards away.

Although the heroes are protected from the most of 

the falling water by the outcropping, water runs down 

and across every surface of the island, making walking 

slippery. To move anywhere on the island, the heroes 

will need to make Climbing rolls with a –2 penalty to ac-

count for the wet conditions (See the Climbing rules from 

Savage Worlds for further information). Ropes or other 

climbing aids can be used to make the walk safer. Any 

hero who falls is in danger of slipping off the island and 

into the void. He can make an Agility roll (–2) to try to 

hold onto something and save himself. If he fails, use the 

falling rules from Sundered Skies. On the plus side, the 

falling hero runs no immediate risk of drowning since his 

fall occurs under the outcropping.

When the heroes reach the Glimmer Simmer, they can 

see that her hull has been punctured by hundreds of curi-

ous 1-inch-wide thin perforations through which water 

streams. When they climb aboard and explore the ship, 

they fi nd nothing amiss until they enter the forward cargo 

hold and discover it partially fl ooded, the water draining 

slowly out through a large hole in the hull. The hole leads 

into a dark cave inside the island. 

The cargo hold is not empty though. Several small 

harmless-looking crab-like creatures scuttle along the 

deck and walls of the hold and over the swollen bodies of 

the crew that fl oat in the bottom of the hold. As they look 

around the hold, the heroes will hear an insane giggle 

from the rear of the hold and out of the gloom will step 

the barge’s only survivor. He is cadaverously thin and 

half-naked, and has a mad glint in his eye. With a giggle, 

he will tell the heroes that “Garieth took his expedition 

to the deep” and “demons! The water-demons took them 

inside the hole!”

Before the heroes have time to respond to the survi-

vor’s ravings, the drowned spirits of some of the dead 

crew materialize and attack the heroes. They have been 

“taking care” of their crewmate, driving him insane in the 

process and when they appear, the sailor’s mind snaps 

and attacks everyone around him while screaming, “the 

Lifemother’s demons will kill us all!”

Drowned Spirits (1 per hero, plus 1): See page 20.

Insane Sailor: Use Sky Sailor stats from page 20, add-

ing the Berserk edge.

HALLOWED GROUNDHALLOWED GROUND
If the heroes return to the Sky Harvest and report what 

they have seen, panic erupts among the crew. Righael 

demands that they leave this “sacred place” or face the 

“Lifemother’s wrath” for entering her home uninvited. 

Haldin however, begs the heroes to lead an expedition 

into the caves and bring back his brother, dead or alive. 

Under no circumstances will Righael, Haldin, or any of 

the crew accompany the heroes on this quest.

SAILING INSIDE THE FALLSSAILING INSIDE THE FALLS
Grain barges crossing the Runoff Falls have to deal 
with the effects of the incredible downward force of 
the falling water. For this reason, barges inside the 
Falls cannot climb, they can only fall. Any climbing 
must be done parallel to the Falls prior to entering 
them.
To help navigate the several hours-long crossing 
through the Falls barges are built with a small wood-
en compartment on the underside of the hull. Pro-
tected from the water by the barge itself, this “Look-
out Cage” has prevented many accidents, but it is a 
dangerous place, so lookout duty is usually assigned 
as a punishment for indiscipline or bad workman-
ship. 
Two doors lead into the Lookout Cage. A top wood-
en door opens into the ship while a lower door, cut 
into the hull itself, usually opens to the Falls below. 
Both the upper and lower doors open from the in-
side of the ship only and only one door can be open 
at any one time. This means that if the cage fl oods 
only the lookout is in danger of drowning.
Once inside the Cage a sailor must rope himself in 
to prevent him from falling out of the barge and into 
the Falls. When roped in the lookout can reach the 
upper door, but not the lower. A pulley system is 
used to open the lower door. 
While inside the cage, the lookout communicates us-
ing a code of knocks on the top door. The knocks 
cover most common occurrences; for more com-
plicated sightings the lookout usually asks to be let 
back into the ship.
All grain barges have a blind spot below and behind 
them. This is inevitable given their size. Sometimes 
reckless pilots try to take advantage of this spot to try 
and sneak into Plenty under cover of a grain barge, 
attempting to avoid the long and potentially danger-
ous journey through Razor Passage. Several grain 
barges have been damaged by ships caught in the 
swirling maelstrom of the Falls, so now barge cap-
tains do all in their power to prevent this practice.
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THE CAVESTHE CAVES
The cave entrance is swathed in green moss and dot-

ted with several 1-foot-wide white mushrooms. Both the 
moss and the mushrooms have special properties. Like a 
sponge, the moss quickly absorbs all water around it and 
if shoved deep into a drowned hero’s throat it can negate 
the –4 penalty to the Healing roll to resuscitate him. The 
mushrooms are buoyant, but bulky. Only one mushroom 
can be carried under each arm, but together they grant a 
+2 bonus to Swimming rolls.

Beyond the entrance cave lies an irregular system of 
water-made tunnels and caves many of which are half sub-
merged in water (count as Diffi cult Ground). In places 
can be found the broken remains of old walls and ruins 
that show that part of the cave system was once part of an 
ancient city.

The constant dull roar of the Runoff Falls is not the only 
reminder of the damp nature of the caves. Small holes 
in the walls, fl oor, and ceiling frequently shower water 
into the tunnels, and worse, the island’s slight wobbling 
and rotation causes water from the Falls to accumulate 
in depressions and dips across the island until it spills, 
often causing sudden waves and fl ash fl oods in the caves. 
The heroes will be constantly aware of the small rivulets 
of water that course down the tunnel walls, and of the 
frequent small waves and eddies in the frequent pools of 
water.  Every so often a large wave forms, one that might 
endanger the player characters. Fortunately, the heroes 
usually get to hear the wave or fl ash fl ood a few rounds 
before it arrives.

The GM should draw a card from the action deck every 
thirty minutes that the party spends moving through the 
caves. If a face card is drawn consult the table below. If a 
Joker is drawn, draw another card and compare its suit to 
the table, applying a –2 penalty to any Trait rolls. Unless 
he already has the skill, each hero is assumed to have a 
Swimming skill of d4–2. Be sure to review the Drowning 
rules in Savage Worlds.

Suit Result

Club Most of the water drains from the corridor. 
Bones and junk can be seen lying on the cave 
fl oor. With a successful Notice roll the heroes 
fi nd Junk-level salvage on the fl oor; with a 
raise they fi nd a weapon or object that obvi-
ously belonged to Garieth or his expedition 
crew. After 1d4 rounds a wave rushes back into 
the corridor and restores the water level.

Diamond A large wave rushes from one end of the cor-
ridor/room forcing each hero to make a Swim-
ming roll. If anyone fails, he gains a Fatigue 
level.

Heart A huge wave rushes from one end of the cor-
ridor/room fi lling it completely for 1d4+3 
rounds. A hero can hold his breath for 5 times 
his Vigor in seconds (one round equals six 
seconds). For every round spent underwater 
without any breath left, a hero must make a 
Swimming roll or suffer a level of Fatigue.

Spade A strong underwater current pulls the heroes 
towards a sinkhole in the fl oor that spills 
its water directly into the Runoff Falls. Each 
hero much must make a Swimming roll or be 
pulled by the current into the sinkhole. If this 
happens, use the rules for falling overboard 
(Sundered Skies page 53).

THE GUARD ROOMTHE GUARD ROOM
A few hundred yards into the cave system the heroes 

reach a room 8” in diameter and three-quarters-fl ooded 
with water. Submerged under the water is a party of am-
phibian guards that will attack the heroes as soon as they 
enter the room. Once all heroes have entered the room, 
the water suddenly explodes as the amphibians emerge 
and attack with surprise. Heroes must make a Guts roll 
or suffer the effects of Fear. The passageway continues on 
the other side of the room.

Amphibians (two per hero): See page 20.

THE CAVE SYSTEMTHE CAVE SYSTEM

The cave system is not lit, and within a few yards of the 
guard room it soon becomes pitch black. The heroes will 
need some sort of artifi cial light. The cave is a labyrinthine 
maze of tunnels, dead ends, chutes, and crawlspaces. 

THE TRUTHTHE TRUTH
Both Garieth and Righael are wrong: This is not the 
Lifemother’s home (she takes good care of her priva-
cy), but an ancient island that is home to a devolved 
race of amphibian beings. Long ago this race forged 
a great civilization under a large lake in Heartland. 
Most of them perished during the Sundering, but by 
chance a small fragment of land ended under the 
Runoff Falls, then recently created by the gods to 
save the denizens of the Skies, enabling a few hun-
dred amphibians to survive. In the millennia since, 
what vestiges of civilization were lost and the am-
phibians have regressed into a primitive state.
The amphibians still venerate the “water gods” 
though, and unlikely as it might seem, the Lifemo-
ther has answered their prayers. As explained in the 
Sundered Skies Companion, the gods are slowly 
succumbing to creeping madness causing them to 
sunder into two opposing beings, and the sundered 
Lifemother is a deity of disease, and decay.
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Rather than provide a map such a confusing and multi-
layered maze, we suggest you use the following system.

Draw a card from the Action Deck for every ten min-
utes the heroes wander the tunnels, if a face card is drawn 
then refer to the entry below. 

BLACK JACK (WATER HAZARD)BLACK JACK (WATER HAZARD)

The heroes fi nd themselves facing a sudden fl ood as 
detailed on page 5. Draw another card, the suit of which 
dertimes the danger they are in—as detailed in the table 
found on page 4.

This hazard should only run once during the heroes’ 
exploration of the tunnels. If it comes up again treat it as 
a red jack.

RED JACK (SALVAGE)RED JACK (SALVAGE)

The heroes manage to stumble across some building 
salvage. Roll on the table below. No matter what the roll 
there is no chance of a relic being found.
D10 Cargo Value (cogs)

1-5 ½ d10 x10
6-8 1 d10 x100
9-10 2 d10x500

BLACK QUEEN (AMPHIBIANS)BLACK QUEEN (AMPHIBIANS)

The heroes encounter a group of amphibians equal to 
the number of heroes +2.

Amphibians (1 per hero +2): See page 20

RED QUEEN (SALVAGE)RED QUEEN (SALVAGE)

The heroes manage to stumble across some building 
salvage. Roll on the table below. No matter what the roll 
there is no chance of a relic being found.
D10 Cargo Value (cogs)
1-5 ½ d10 x10
6-8 1 d10 x100
9-10 2 d10x500

BLACK KING (THE WATERFALL & CRAB PENS)BLACK KING (THE WATERFALL & CRAB PENS)

The heroes have encountered the waterfall and crab 
pens. Full details on this encounter can be found on page 
5.

RED KING (THE TRIBE CHAMBER)RED KING (THE TRIBE CHAMBER)

The heroes have found their way through to the tribe 
chamber, see page 6 for more details.

BLACK ACE (CRAB MONSTERS)BLACK ACE (CRAB MONSTERS)

The heroes encounter a group of crab monsters roam-
ing the caves. There is one of these creatures for every 
hero.

This encounter should only run once during the he-

roes’ exploration of the tunnels. If it comes up again treat 
it as a red ace.

Crab Monster (1 per hero): See page 19.

RED ACE (THE TRIBE CHAMBER)RED ACE (THE TRIBE CHAMBER)

The heroes have found their way through to the tribe 
chamber, see page 6 for more details.

JOKER (THE TRIBE CHAMBER)JOKER (THE TRIBE CHAMBER)

The heroes have found their way through to the tribe 
chamber, see page 6 for more details. Furthermore, they 
gain a +2 bonus to any rolls to surprise the amphibians.

THE WATERFALLTHE WATERFALL

Further into the cave, the heroes hear a dull roar and 
feel strong water currents pull at their feet. A powerful 
stream feeds into the passageway, turning it into a swirl-
ing river that culminates in a 30’-deep waterfall. Any hero 
who approaches within 20’ of the waterfall make a Swim-
ming roll or be swept away by the current and carried 
over the waterfall. Any hero who is not swept away can 
attempt to grab a colleague who is being swept away, this 
requiring an Agility roll at a –2 penalty. See the Falling 
into Water rules in Savage Worlds to handle falling dam-
age, and how to avoid it.

A series of handholds are carved into the rock paral-
lel to the waterfall and these can be used to climb up or 
down the 30’ into pool at the foot of the waterfall. The 
carved handholds offset the diffi culty caused by the slip-
periness of the cliff. Climbing checks may be attempted 
at no penalty.

THE CRAB PENSTHE CRAB PENS

Under the waterfall is a 12” diameter room with a 
deep, cold pool. Here the amphibians raise a small herd 
of crab monsters which they slaughter for their meat and 
turn everything else into arms, armor, and tools. Three of 
the creatures are kept in this pool, currently being seen to 
by a trio of amphibian “crab shepherds.” The crab mon-
sters are idling under the water, but surface and attack as 
soon as the fi rst hero disturbs the water, either by falling 
over the waterfall or climbing down the handholds into 
the pool. Two of the amphibian “crab shepherds” will join 
the attack upon the heroes while the third tries to escape 
down the exit passageway to raise the alarm.

The depth of the Crab Pen means that the only way 
to cross it is by swimming. The only way out of the Pen 
is by the handholds parallel to the waterfall or via the 
passageway. 

Crab Monsters (3): See page 19.
Amphibians (3): See page 20.
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THE TRIBE CHAMBERTHE TRIBE CHAMBER

The heroes fi nd themselves on the shores of an under-
ground lake that fi lls the inside of a large, high-vaulted 
cavern. The lake is fed by rivulets of water that run down 
the walls and ceiling of the cave.

Approximately 10” away from the shore stands a small 
8” diameter island upon which the heroes can see several 
prone fi gures. If the heroes swim out to the island—the 
only way to reach the island—they discover the fi gures to 
be that of seven human sailors. Five of them are dead, but 
two are still alive, though tortured and emaciated. One 
will identify himself as Garieth and tell the heroes that 
the “demon tribe” is on an island further into the cavern 
where it is performing some kind of ritual.

Before the heroes have a chance to decide what to do, 
a strange cry echoes through the cave and the sound doz-
ens of approaching splashes can heard from deeper into 
the cavern. The amphibians have spotted the heroes and 
are swimming towards the island! Led by their clan chief, 
they start in the water 10” from the island.

 If the fi ght goes against the party and the heroes de-
cide to withdraw back across the lake, half the remaining 
amphibians plus the chief chase them while the rest stay 
back to protect their home Use a variation of the chase 
rules, with ten markers representing the cave route back 
to the Glimmer Simmer. Use Agility as the movement 
trait, giving a +1 bonus to the amphibians for their famil-
iarity with the wet conditions within the cave. On markers 
3 (“Crab Pen”) and 8 (“Guard Room”) both parties will 
need to roll Swimming instead of Agility since those two 
rooms are fl ooded. As natural swimmers, the amphibians’ 
bonus goes up from +1 to +2. Note that dragging Garieth 
and his companion is likely to incur a swimming penalty.
If the heroes pass the tenth marker they are out of danger, 
as the amphibians will not pursue them in the outside.

Amphibians (5 per hero, minimum 20): See page 20.
Amphibian Clan Chief: See page 20.
Garieth: Use Sky Sailor stats from page 20 with 1 

wound and 2 fatigue levels.
Garieth’s crew (1): Use Sky Sailor stats from page 20 

with 2 fatigue levels.

DEPARTUREDEPARTURE
Once the heroes are aboard the Sky Harvest, Haldin 

orders his crew to get the barge under way. However, as 
soon as the ship starts to move, it is shaken from stem 
to stern by hundreds of tiny hits! One of the crew will 
race onto the deck and report to the captain that water is 
seeping into the ship as well.

The cause is easy to discern. Swarms of the small 
crab-like creatures have covered the hull of the ship, 

its solid wood planks a rich source of nourishment for 
them, and they have reacted to the Sky Harvest’s move-
ment by punching thin perforations, 1-inch-wide, into 
the hull with their pincers. It should be obvious to both 
the heroes that this is what happened to the Glimmer 

Simmer.
If the Sky Harvest is to leave the island, someone will 

need to deal with her attackers—Haldin will ask the he-
roes to go to the upper hull and eliminate the vicious 
crab swarms that are causing all this trouble. For every 
fi ve rounds that pass while the swarms are still on the 
barge, the little pests infl ict 1 Wound to the ship (as a 
whole, not one Wound per swarm). While she remains 
on the island and while still sailing through the Falls, 
any Wounds caused to the Sky Harvest will allow water 
to continue seeping slowly into her hull and across all 
decks. Since the barge cannot open her hatches until she 
leaves the Falls, there is the possibility that she will fi ll 
with water and everyone aboard will drown. Of course 
the GM should not let this happen, but he should ensure 
that it is a close run thing!

Crab Swarms (3): See page 19.

AFTERMATHAFTERMATH
As the barge leaves the Falls and the hatches are 

reopened, one of the heroes should spot a blurry island 
inside the cascading water. A frail old cloaked is woman 
standing on it, impervious to the water, smiling at the 
hero. After a few seconds the island disappears from sight 
and the hero is left wondering if what he saw was really 
the Lifemother’s island after all.

Whatever happens, the amphibians’ island is doomed. 
The constant water erosion that has carved the caves is 
weakening its structure and within a few decades the 
likelihood is that the island will break apart and fall into 
the Void.

THE SYMPHONYTHE SYMPHONY

Where: Gateway
When: When the heroes have reached the rank of 

Veteran. 
“Every person is a song, and every song has an end.” 

So say The Requiem, the heretic cult of bardic assassins 
who believe that they possess both the authority and the 
duty to decide when every song should end. Seemingly at 
random, The Requiem decides who lives and who dies; 
no obvious distinction is ever made on the basis of race, 
wealth, or birthplace. Once a target has been determined, 
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